The Army Of Mankind - Crucially Important
Post by HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Aug 21, 2019 5:04 pm
Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors and family in Satan.
For those who do not have much time, there are some links below. When you
have time, take a little bit to study them or at least skim through them. You will
find a lot of interesting things that you never knew about our history, and how
our people, ie, all of Mankind basically, fought the enemy united a few decades
ago, to salvage our world and so that we were not consumed into permanent
nothingness.
Now it is not very frequently that I am surprised by things I read online, but these
pages I will link below, are a strong educational standard for people who believe
that by being brainless and hating on other people merely for race, even if they
are noble people who have noble undertakings, or that even worse, Whites hating
on other White nations for "Nationalistic concerns", or are typically stupid as to
condemn whole nations and blame them of the wrongdoings of the universal
mafia of the enemy, have any foundations in "National Socialism".
The reality is that they do not. These people are deceived largely. History on the
other hand, albeit very corrupted, gives us the leads to examine what National
Socialism really was.
In the links shared below, not all of what is written is perfect, and as always, a
Satanist should look at these things critically, look into sources, the list goes.
However, there is wealth of information in these links.
What the situation is that the whole cringe of present day idle minded "racism"
has nothing to do nor with Adolf Hitler, or with the National Socialists in reality.
People do not understand that the question first and foremost is the question of
the survival of our planet and the betterment of the life and the people who live
on this planet. Many people are just totally unstudied, and of course, this,
coupled with jewish agents of a hate that mirrors that stupid hate the jews
constantly have for everyone, creates a situation where people remain ignorant.
The historical facts of the war is that it wasn't dumb skinheads or 8chaners, or

who write edgy comments, and seek only to offend other people to really no
greater avail, even other Gentiles who are conscious of the enemy and fighting
indeed, on the same ranks and wars as every man should fight right now to fend
the enemy away.
Now, our society is far gone and everyone is enforced to assimilate, but this
wasn't always the case. And this creates even more hatred between people and
races, which is understandable. However, one must still keep a clear mind and
remember the greater image of this whole struggle, and not allow themselves to
be drawn in simplistic hate.
Our comrades are our comrades, and so far that they are Gentiles, they walk the
path on the noble Gods, and as such, we have to understand this and do our
struggle. Respecting one another is the same as respecting our path in itself. Now
in regards to the thorns of our races, we will work progressively and with the help
of the Gods in the future to set back the natural order in place, and reverse the
damnation of our spirituality and our planet.
These people are feeding into the jewish narrative of what National Socialism
"Was" or is "Supposed to be". If you want to just hate National Socialism is not a
good excuse, because mostly, it's a desirable thing to have noblety in National
Socialism. We are not anarchists or communists, defined only by hate, we are
defined by love for our people, our planet, our tenets, our cultures, nature, and so
forth.
People who idiotically try to hate through these ideals, do just follow jews in the
stereotypes of hate they created. In many cases they don't even hide that indeed,
all they do is just idly agitate, and their agitations are the reason of further
vilification of noble ideals. As the enemy would do, this guarantees that the noble
ideals are lost in the sea of livid stupid and irrational crap.
Indeed however, what National Socialism was, was only a spiritual system that
manifested itself in politics in order to give mankind a new vision, and help us
elevate our races to the highest standard. It had nothing to do with the able short
sightedness. This is in accordance to nature's will to save the creation of the Gods
on earth, and defend our planet literally from the enemy who only seeks to

corrupt all of nature's handiwork on it.
The historical fact is as follows:
'...from 1942 European soldiers from many lands and peoples could be found:
Albanians, Bosnians, Britons, Bulgarians, Cossacks, Croats, Danes, Dutch,
Estonians, Finns, Flemings, French, Georgians, Greeks, Hungarians, Italians,
Latvians, Lithuanians, Norwegians, Romanians, Russians, Serbs, Slovakians,
Swedes, Swiss, Ukrainians, Walloons, Armenians, Byelorussians, Hindus, Kirghizes,
Tartars, Turkmen and Uzbeks served under their own flags in the Waffen-SS.
Almost all of these peoples were represented in my unit.' - Otto Skorzeny, one of
the top ranking commanders in Waffen SS writes in his diary.
The Great Awakening that was taking place on this era, was not an awakening of
Germany or any particular country. It was a worldwide awakening of race, of
understanding ourselves, a whole movement of the energy of the Gods giving
their hand of help towards our world. The Abrahamic programs were put on the
row for replacement, and a new system of spiritual, moral and existential
understanding was taking place. A system that put people and the lives of people
in the center, and Gentile humanity in a beautiful and bright pathway to finally
transform.
Due to respect of the work of people who assembled these historic facts, I will
relate below the webpages in where one can do further studying. There may be
slight discrepancies or inaccuracies, but it should help people understand our
struggle today, and show them to respect the fact that TECHNICALLY ALL GENTILE
RACES fought to SAVE OUR SPECIES just a few decades ago.
Below are twenty pages that elaborate on all the allies of the Germans and Hitler
before, during and after WW2. It should give people perspective that from all
over the world, there were noble people and heroes that have no names [thanks
to history burying them and making them disappear in order to create the lie of
an "Evil National Socialism"].
People from all races, from all nations, from all backgrounds, aligned with Adolf
Hitler, in order to bring a revolution of values and defeat the pestilence of

Communism. These people had nothing to gain personally either.
They fought as part of the Army of Mankind.
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